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Lady Fortunes® Introduces The Gift That Speaks For Itself™ 

Sophisticated consumers are demanding more out of their gifting experience. Lady Fortunes® has risen 
to the challenge by offering Gourmet Hand-Dipped & Decorated Giant Fortune Cookies made from 
super-premium ingredients with a personalized message on the foot-long fortune inside via their award-
winning web-site: www.LadyFortunes.com . 

Los Angeles, CA— LadyFortunes.com is the Nation’s 

premiere manufacturer of Gourmet Fortune Cookies.  

The company’s “claim to fame” is for its COLOSSAL 

Giant Gourmet Fortune Cookies with a personalized 

message inside. Almost the size of a football, weighing 

between 1-1  pounds each, and containing a foot-long 

fortune inside, these “smart” cookies are the perfect 

alternative to the ordinary flowers, candy and card.  

“Our Giant Fortune Cookies are a Gift and Greeting All 

In One, so you get the entire package, just in a completely 

unexpected and unique way!” commented the company’s 

Chief Confectionary Officer, Daria Artem. “It’s surprising how far a cookie, Chocolates & Caramel and a 

well-worded message will take you in terms of delighting a family member or friend. We’ve had people vie for 

high-level jobs, announce a new baby, and even propose marriage using our cookies!”

Each cookie that leaves the Los Angeles, CA factory is hand-made-to-order. Customers simply log-on to 

LadyFortunes.com, and voila! A huge selection of tantalizing Giant Gourmet Fortune Cookies appears, 

complete with mouth-watering images and description of the dozens of delicious Hand-Dipped & Decorated 

Gourmet Giant Fortune Cookies. Available in flavors like Caramel Toffee Chocolate, Dark Chocolate 

Coconut, and Milk Chocolate Peanut Butter Drizzle, there’s something for everyone. The cookies are even 

decorated with hand-crafted Royal Icing edible decorations for almost any occasion, Holiday or special event! 

There’s much more from Lady Fortunes. Gourmet Fortune Cookies come in two other sizes, a “traditional” 

size and a medium “baseball-sized” cookie as well, all hand-dipped and decorated by Confectionary Artisans. 

Chocolate Hand-Dipped & Decorated Oreo® Cookies, two varieties of 100% edible Picture Cookies, and 

even Baklava and Marzipan are available from the site. 

For more information on www.LadyFortunes.com please contact Alex Emeira. 
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